Clinical management, education and research: a new must for modern intensive care physician!

The Key Leaders’ Opinion on Critical Care Medicine (AME Medical Review Series 003), with Drs. Zhongheng Zhang (Jinhua municipal central hospital), Dr. jordi Rello (Vall d’Hebron University Hospital) and Ming Zhong (Zhongshan Hospital) as Editors of the book, focuses on mechanical ventilation, sepsis and infection, cardiac arrest and cardiopulmonary resuscitation, extracorporeal support, delirium and sedation, outcome of the critically ill patient, and methodology of study design.

Clinical management, education and training as well as research must be considered for optimizing the overall treatment of critically ill patients. These topics are of particular relevance not only in providing updated information but also to support clinicians in developing educational and training strategies as well as better interpretation and design of experimental and clinical studies.

The first section of the book is about mechanical ventilation. The most challenging pulmonary disease in critically ill patients is Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), and its definition is relevant to improve individualization of treatment and future study design. Mechanical ventilation plays a relevant role in patients not only admitted to Intensive Care Unit, but also in the surgical and medical wards as well as out-of -the hospital. Non-invasive respiratory assistance is more commonly used but recent data provided new information about appropriate selection of patients and new available techniques. Protective mechanical ventilation has been proposed initially to improve outcome in patients with ARDS. However, recent large observational and randomized clinical trials showed that protective mechanical ventilation with low tidal volume and inspiratory pressures is also useful to reduce complications and improve survival in patients without ARDS, even those undergoing high risk surgery. The second section is focusing on sepsis and infection. New definition of sepsis has been recently proposed and largely discussed in the present book. Most importantly, it has been developed the concept that prevention is better than cure, when possible. In other words, early monitoring of sepsis may provide adequate treatment and clinical management avoiding possible severe complications, associated with poor survival. Further, the diagnosis and management of sepsis and septic shock includes the control of fever, optimization of antibiotic treatment, prevention of catheter related infections, hospital acquired pneumonia, as well as new monitoring techniques like those on microcirculation monitoring. The optimal hemodynamic management with a rationale choice for fluid management is also discussed in this part of the book. The third section is dedicated to cardiac arrest and cardiopulmonary resuscitation, focusing on optimization of chest compressions, as well as target temperature management. Delirium and sedation as well as outcome of critically ill patients are discussed in the fourth and fifth section. It has been recently pointed out that the goal of intensive care is not only to provide assistance in the acute phase of the disease but also to result in an acceptable good quality of life after discharge of the hospital and at home, avoiding the occurrence of so called “disabled patient”. This discussion has also relevant ethical consequences, with differences between countries to countries. Control of delirium, as well as pain and agitation, which are specifically discussed, play a major role to improve outcome and quality of life of critically ill patients. The sixth section is dedicated to extracorporal support, which is more commonly used not only in cardiac intensive care but also for providing organ support in patients with respiratory or renal failure. Finally, the seventh section is about the methodology of study design. Scientific medical literature is dramatically growing in these last years. This is markedly important from an educational point of view since it is now recommended that research and correct interpretation and discussion of papers published become part of the education and training of the modern intensive care physician.

In conclusion, this book provides new updated information about debate on clinical management of critically ill patients, which is becoming interdisciplinary, and requiring specific knowledge in different areas of medicine and surgery.
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